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ABSTRACT 

We have applied the new normalized and an older shell-model 

alpha decay theory to the calculation of decay rates of three 

. 209 211 213 125-neutrort lsotones Po" Rn, and Ra.We also have 

applied the theory to the 2.l-ms isomer of 2l3Ra and are able 

thus to select a 17/2- assignment as preferable to the 

13/2+ alternative. 
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Introduction 

213m . During pu~ experimental work on the 2.l-ms. Ra lsomer, 

we found it de,E:jiyable to make~ rough calculation of possible 

alpha decay branching. Previously, shell model alpha decay 

theory for odd-mass spherical nuclei h~s b~engenerallyapplied 

[lJ only to nuclei close to the doubly-closed system 208 pb , ~uch 

as 211po and .. 211 .. Bl·. Th . 1 . . h ese cases are slmp est to treat, Slnce t e 

shell model states in parent and daughter arerelativ~ly pure. 

Almost as simple are the cases here treated of alpha decay of 

125-neutron isoton~s to 123~neutron daughters, Slnce 124 neutrons 

lS a subshell before the filling of the Pl / 2 neutrons . 

. ~ecently the shell model alpha decay theory was carefully 

3 

re-exa~ine~ and ~ revised ~ersion derived[2J with a renormalization 

of the alpha projection probability amplitude GCR), de~ignated in th 

the revised theory GNCR). The revised theory[3J systematically 

enhances the absolute decay rates but does not much affect the 

relative rates in 211po and 211 Bi . 

There is experimental alpha decay information from ground 

. 209 211 213 states of the 125-neutron lsotones Po, Rn, and Ra. 

Furthermore, the alpha branching of 213mRa is reported In the 

preceding article[4J, and indeed these new results were a stimulus 

to make the alpha theoretical calculations here described. 



Decay. Rate Calcula~ion from the 1/2- Ground States 

The neutron configuration of each parent 12S-neutron 

.. -1. 
1sotone w111 be assumed as a Pl/2 hole 1n the 126 neutron shell. 

In the 123-neutron daughter states there will be appreciable 

configuration mixing, and it is essential that the mixing be taken 

into account. We use th~ 20S pb wave furictions of Arvieu et alES] 

in this study~ As they point out, the main mixing is of pairing 

type among seniority-l stateB. The neutron-hole pair, coupled to 

4 

zero, is distributed among the neutron orbitals of the 82-126 shell 

with amplitudes given in their Table 3. 

Consider first the decay to the S/2- ground state, the 

-2 -1. 
dominant configuration of which is Pl/2fS/2. The L=2 alpha-decay 

matrix element connects with this configuration but not with any of 

.' 2 the others, which have a f111ed P 11 20rbi tal'~ Thus, the ground-to-

ground matrix element is to be multiplied by 0.866, the amplitude 

for the connecting configuration. 

Likewise, decay to th~ 3/2- second excited state proceeds only 

-2 -1 through its dominant p 1/2P3/2 configuration with amplitude 0.828. 

Decay to the 1/2- first excited state 1S a favored type 

of decay and consists of a coherent sum to all the seniority-l 

components of the final wave function. 
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The intrinsic alpha-d~cay matrix elements were calculated 

n wit~'the cociputer code described in ref. [3J; both the old~r 

c 

theory G (R) value~ and the revised theory GN(·R) values were 

computed. The renormalization by the revised theory requires 

specifying a closed core configuration, which we have taken as'an 

.. h 208 b' f" . . appro~lmatlon to be te P con 19uratlon. The relatlve error 

of this approximation is estimated to be ,le~s,than 15%. 

, , 

Of alternative n~arly equivalent reduced width'formulas ln 

ref.[3J, we have chosen here to use eqs. (2.8) and (3.1). 

," 

A = 02P/h 

o~= 5 MeV [Rm GN(Rmj 

where P is the WKB barrier penetration factor and R, is the value of 
m 

the radial distance at which GN attains its outermost maximum. 

,. -1/2 
, In this formula the value of RGN(R) in fm has to be inserted. 

If several shell model configurations contribute we have to use a 
.-

Here A. is the amplitude of 
J 

configuration admixture and G~(R) the reduced a-amplitude for the 

corresponding pure configuration. 

The Coulomb barrier WKB penetration factors were calculated 

as in reference[3J by numerical integration between inner and 

outer turning points with Coulomb plus Woods-Saxon nuclear 

potential. This procedure is the samy as that used much earlier [6J 

except that here we include the L-dependent centrifugal-barrier 

term. We have taken the same Woods-Saxon parameters as in ref.{3J, 

v = -58.8 MeV, r = 1.454 fm and a = 0.560 fm, of one of the 
o 0 

potentials given by McFadden and Satchler{7J. This potential 

yields penetrabilities which are in our cases 5 to 20% higher than 



the Dnes calculated with the Woods-Saxon'potential (V = -96.44 
o 

MeV, r =1.367 fm apd a = 0.625 fm) derived by Barnett and 
o 

Lilley[S].in a more recent analysis. The range of the uncertainty 

in the resulting penetrability can be demonstrated by two extreme 

potentials: Igo's exponential potential[9] gives values which 

are larger by about a factor 2, and Igo's best fit W60ds-Saxon 

potential[9], values which are smaller by about a factor 5. 

Table 1 lists the various factors in the ground-state decay 

calculations, and the final decay rate c09stants are plotted 1n 

Fig.1. Only the revised theory values. are used to calbulate 

decay constants in tables 1,2, and,3 .. The old theory gives 

6 

smaller reduced amplitudes shown in square brackets beneath the new 

theory values. The notation is that numbers in parenthesis are 

the power of 10 multiplier for the preceding number. 

We note rathe~ good agreement £or the relative rates of the. 

un favoured groups, y.li th experimental decay co:nstants varying over 
. . 

nine orders of mag hi tude. The overall prediction is, howe~er, 

fast by a factor .10. .' The favoured decay to the 1/2:- final state 

is overestimated by an a:dditional factor 4 or 5. This additional 

factor might well be attributed to'theconfigura:tion mixing. It 

is, well-known that a6-interaction, as used by Arvieu, favors the 

higher angular moment urn single particle states. coupled tO,zero spin. 

In Arvieu"scalculation the: ratio of. the,amplitudes A«(f5/2)~) 1S 

205' '.. 206·.··. . 
1: 0.47 for Pb and 1:. 0;59 for Pb .. Th1S1S not necessar1ly 

so: A Gaussian interaction[lO] gives 1: 1.22 for 206 pb , and the 

pure G-matrix derived from the Hamada~Johnstori potential[ll] gives 

1: 1.39. TherefOre, a calculation with another interaction might 

-1 -2 
well yield a dominant (Pl/ 2 ) (P3i 2)0 configuration for 2 0 5pb .. 
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Taking this pure configuration. would decrease our rates by a factor' 

9.5. Therefore, w~ do not consider our favoured and unfavoured 

rates to be in serious relatiye disagreement. 

There remalns an overalL factor of about 10 which is too large 

to be explained by the uncertainty in the penetrability discussed 
~ . . 

above. It is likely th~t this ~i~~~epancy'is due to our primitive 

formula 8
2 = SMeV (R GN(R »2 for the reduced width using ~ c~annel m m 

radius simply at the outer maxim:um R of the reduced amplitude.' 
m 

" . 211 211 ' 
The absolute rates for PO and, Bi given by this formula were, 

fOund[3] in g06d agr~ement with experiment. The~'differende to the 

present calculation is that here the radii R are typically 0.2 to 
m 

0.4 fm smaller than for 211po and 211Bi~ A better reaction theory 

could well be sensitive also to the position of these maxima. 

We have' so· far in these calculations neglected a ,correction factor 

for radon and radium of the square of~afractional parentage 

coefficient (c.f.p.) for the (h9/2)~+(h9/2)~-2 proton configurations. 

This fact9r, which in pairing th~ory terms is simply 5 times the 

product of the fullness probability of h9/2 in the parent times the 

n [10-(n-2)] 
emptiness probability in the daughter, is 5'10 . 10 That 

is, the 86Rn rates should be multiplied by 1.6 and ~he 88Ra rates 

should be multipli~d by 1.8. The scatter of relat;ive rates lS 

not much. affected py inclusion of the .. proton c. f~p., though the 

average absolute rate discrepancy is increased somewhat. Further 

complications may be introduced by considering proton pair 

configuration mlxlng with f7/2 and i13/2 orbitals beside's h g / 2 · 

Arvieu et al[S] in their Table 4 give a 210 po w~ve furiction of 



O.833(lh~/2>+O.347 \f;/2>-O.317Iii3/2>' so proton configuration 

mixing may be quite significant. We have not wished to take the 

computer time to explore the complications of proton configuration 

mixing, since we believe the relative transition probabilities 

here will not b~ substantially altered. 

Alpha Decay RateC~lculation from the 213mRa Isomer 

For the 2.1-msec isomeric state of 213mRa , the energy is 

known within a few kilovolts but the spin and parity could not be 

uniquely determin~d from the decay data. The. possible assignments 

. .-1 6 
ar,e as the vl13 / 2 state, or as a 17/2- state formed· by the (hg / 2 )8+ 

-1 
protons coupled to thePl/2 neutron hole. We have therefore 

proceeded to calculate the alpha decay rates under each alternative 

assignment. 

In this case,there is no longer a unlque L value, but three 

vaiues to the 5/2- ground state, one to the 1/2~ state, and two to 

the 3/2- state. 

For the assumed 17/2- state the calculation is closely 

B 

analogous to the ground state decay, since the neutron configurations 

ar~ the same. That is, the decay to 5/2- and 3/2- states connects 

with the dominant configuration in the 123-neutron daughter~ and 

the decay to the 1/2- state involves a coherentsume over the four 

final states with the hole pair in different orbitals. Table 2 gives 

the numerical results. 

For the assumed 13/2+ state assignment with a single i13/2 

neutron hole, the alpha decay matrix element to the dominant 

configuration in the daughter vanishes and the decay proceeds via 

a smaller component in. Arvieu's wave function, namely, the component 
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with a hole pair in the i13/2 orbital. Table 3 gives the numerical 

results, and Fig. 1 plots th~ final ~ecay rate constants. 

It is evi~ent from Fig .. 1, d~spite the large uncertainty 

in the data, that the 17/2- assignment is indicated for the lsomer. 

The 13/2+ assignment would put a relatively large intensity to the 

3/2- second excited state, contrapy to experiment. For the 17/2-

assignment the absolute theoretical rates exceed experiment, but 

this behavior is similar to that for the ground state decay 6f all 

the three 125-neutron isotones examined. 

The illustration of the "electric transition" rule[12] for 

hindered alpha transitions can be seen in the alpha matrix element 

column of Table 3. F6r the f5/2 final state the alpha 'wave function 

is projected from a coupling of i 13 / 2 and f5/2' a j=~+1/2 and an 

1-1/2 orbital; respect~veiy .. The rule, arising from the singlet 
'. 

spin nature of the alpha particle, states that in such cases of unlike 

type the higher L couplings are preferred over lower L couplings, 

and this lS seen to be the case by an increase of the reduced width 

of a factor of 12.5 ln going from L=5 to 9. For these large L 

values the ce~trifugalbarrie~ effect outweighs the intrinsic 

matrix element trend, and L=9 is predicted (last column of Table 3) 

to be an order of magnitude weaker than the L=5 component. For 

the decay to P3/2 the orbitals are of like type, and the intrinsic 

matrix elem~nts prefer the lower L coupling. The net effect of the 

"electric transition" rule is that hindrance factors will be higher' 

for unlike orbital combinations. Thus, for the i13/2 assignment 

the predicted intensity ratio of 3/2-:5/2- groups approaches 
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unity despite the energy difference. It is not justified to 
\ 

apply the rule to j=1/2 orbitals. The 17/2- assignment gives a 

strong preference for ground state '5/2- decay mainly because a 

lower L value (6) is allowed than for other groups. 

It is of some theoretical interest to compare the relative 

reduced transition probabilities predicted by new and old theories 

with the predictions of the simplified delta-function alpha model 

[12J. In the delta function model the relative reduced rates are 

proportional simply toa ratio of squares of Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficients and the radial nuclear wave functions R. (taken 
] 

here from Blomqvist and Wahlborn, at a radius of 9 fm). So that 

these ratios will be small numbers greater than unity, the 

comparison rate is the 13/2+~ 5/2- (L=5), the topmost entry ln 
\ 

Table 3. Table 4 shows the relative reduced rates from the three 

forms of shell-model rate theory. For the finite-size alpha 

theories the entries are merely squares of ratios of matrix elements 

from column 5 of Tables 1 and 3. For the delta-function alpha 

theory, the entries are the ratios 

_ .[< 2 j n + 1 )1/ 2 ( L 

- 14172 (5 13/2 

(2L+l)·14 2 

11 (2j+L)2 

The second factor on the r.h.s. comes from the integration over 

the daughter nucleus coordinates which results in this case ln a 
(2(2L+l))1/2 

factor in the reduced amplitude. Here j is 1/2 or 
2j +1 

13/2, respectively. 

From Table 4 we note first of all that there may be as much 

as an order of magnitude difference between relative rate predictions 

of the new theory and the delta function theory, with the old 
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finite-size theory usually predicting an intermediate value. The 

most striking difference is exhibited 1n the last line, where the 

new theory gives almost the same rate as for the first line and 

the delta theory glves a ratio an order of magnituqe higher. 

However, it may be" noted that similar predictions on the relative 

L mix within a given alpha grouB are made by the various theorieS. 

Despite u~certainties associated with even the new normalized 

alpha decay rate theory, it was possible to use alpha decay branching 

to decide between alternative structural assignments for the radium-213 

isomer. 

Further extension of alpha rate theory beyond nearest neighbors 

f d bl . 208 db· f o ou y mag1c Pb shoul e done. To do so there 1S a need :or 

shell-model calculations including configuration mixture of unpaired 

protons and neutrons. 
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Table 1. A:p~a !)~cay ~2.te :a::t:)~s for 1/2- S~ate Decay 

)a1,..:g;'. e 
Qa 

T:-.eo. 
:i:-:~: .::ole a ~ A'1g'Jl.a!' !':ax. Ou~er Max. AT.plitude of Z. !larrier Decay Exp. Ratio 
:;i~~ or;:'':' a ~·:O::-:€::1tu.":'! P.2.dbs (fT.) 0. P .... "7'pli tud~ Cor.fig.u~ation 

1 ir.cl\.:ding pe:l~tra~ion Cor-stant D~cay T~ec. 
, u c. Rr.. G:1(R ) ,\dr..: x:ure e - scr'e~ning factor' A Constant :Exp. 

[,,::\]a [RmIG(~~')Ja a. U!eV) P (secl-1 A "T:". ... ,_ ·/_-"-/2 J 

:~ /:.- P1l2 6.6 -:;.~87(-2) O. S~5 

r
4 4.978 3.l€S(-29) 5.32~(-10) b 

[6.9] [-3.0:12(-3)J 86 6. COJ 9.101(-25 1.519(-5) 1.12(-6) 13.6 
88 6.893 7.319(-22 1.222(-2) 1.89(-3) 6.5 

3/2- ?:'/2 2 6.8 3.64g(-2) 

l~~ 
1I.71G 6.888(-31) 4.7P9(-12) 1.28(-12) 3.7 

[7.0] [2.669(-3)] 0.828 5.762 6.45J(-25) 4.492(-7) 6.67(-8) 6.7 
es 6.679 1.044(-22) 7.~S6(-") 2.52(-4) 2.9 .... 

I'" c 0 l.C77(~1) O. so 7 I 6.4 - 5/2 
[6. 8 ] [4.270(-3)] 

t 

! P:1I2 a 6. a S.6P(-2) 0.379 
I [7.1] [4.053(-3)] 

1/2- ~ 
i13/2 0 5.9 -1.48~ (-ll -0.392 I (5.7] [-2.5 4 8(-3)] I 

l " C 5. u 1.2"4(-1) 0.202
J - 7/ ~ 

[6.8] [u.93J(-3)] 

~j {R_G,_(R )} . = 1.917(-1) r4 II •. 975 S.4~9(-29) 1.538(-8) 2. (-Ie) 72.S 
66 5.931 7.488(-25) 2.095(-4) 2. (-6) 97,4 

j ,.I.\!!\ J 88 6.7S4 4.7J7(-22) :.317 (-1) 2. (-3) 63.9 

2.. '!...c·.,,'~~ :.~ac:ot'.e~ed vel~es a!"e f!"o!':l. olee!' s~el~-r:"todel theor}". See text. 
"H"'C:' , C . > 

b. :.::-:2.~ s':=.-::e5 in 4J"?b '~:-:resolved ),ClI2-) + ),(512-) = 2.12xlO-~. With theory as g'.l:.ce I-:e at-::r:'~;!t€ f'.lll illte:1si-::y to the 1/2- favo~e:l tNnsition. 

'" 



Final 
State 

In 

5/2-

3/2-

1/2-

,~ ,. 

Table 2. Alpha Decay Rate Factors for assumed 17/2- state as 213
m

Ra 

Daughter 
Hole pair 
orbital 

j 

Pl/2 

Pl/2 

f5/2 

P 3/ 2 

l13/2 

f7/2 

Angular 
Momentum 

L 

6 

8 

10 

8 

10 

8 

8 

8 

8 

Configuration mixing 

R 
m 

[R 'J 
m 

6 . 6 
[6. 9 J 
6.6 

[ 6 . 9 J 
6.6 

[6.9 J 

6 . 8 
[7.0 J 
6.8 

[6.9J 

6.4 
[6.8] 

6.8 
[7 .0 J 

5.9 
[6.6 J 

6.4 
[ 6 . 8 J 

R G .. (R ) 
m N m 

[R ' G(R ')J m m 

-1.406(-2) 
[-8.590(-4)J 

1. 089(-2) 
[ 7.220(-4)J 
-9.873(-3) 

[-6.938(-4)J 

6.360(-3 ) 
[ 5.500(-4) 1 
-1.364(-2) 

[-1.308(-3)J 

2.649(-2) 
[ 1.281(-3)J 

1.386(-2) 
[ 1.199(-3)J 

A. 
J 

0.866 

" 

" 

0.828 

" 

0.807 

0.379 

-3.687(-2) -0.392 
[-8.089(-4)J 

3.059(-2) 0.202 
[ 1.479(-3)J 

Qa 

8.666 

" 

" 

8.442 

" 

6. 4)tAj CRGNCR) )~.'"Rm" 4.288 C - 2) 8.554 

Theo. 
p 

1. 1 61(-17) 

8.881(-]9) 

/.. -1 
(Sec) 

1.308(1) 

6.001(-1) 

3.571(-20)" 1.983(-2) 
W/..

L
= 1.370 (1) 

L 
2.087(-19) 

8 .19.9 (, ... 21 ) - I> 
L L 

4.343(-19) 

4.397(-2) 

7.946(-3) 
= 5;192(-2) 

..... 
1..") 

0: 

C 
•• ;J-"."~ 

'"'1=. 

if". 
~,~ 

~, 

U1 

c 
J;t 

0" 

A 



Table 3 . "1' " _., R t "C' -'- c ;,~,..,. 'r,~"~ _4- 4- _Z13mR . ,,~p!1a !.Ie Cct I; .a e ~acl.ors .Lor aSS...u.leU l''''2-HV.!..c ",,,ace c.S •. :) 
~ .l~1 . 

---.---
Jaug~ter 

Final Hole pair Angular Thea. 
State orbital };omentum R R",G'J (R ) A. 0 P A -1 

L 
ill ,;,1 m ] 'C;I. 

17T [R J [R G(R )J (sec) 
m m m 

5/2- 113/2 5 6 . 2 1.113~-2) 0.249 8.666 3.277(-17) 1.912(0) 
[6.7J [ 3.360(-4)J 

7 6 . 2 2.002(-2) 3.501(-18) 6.610(-1) 
[6.7J [ 6.565~-4)J 

9 6.2 3.936(-2) 1.929(-19) 1.408(-1) 
[6.7J [ 1.439(-3)J LA

L
= 2'714(0) 

1.945(_2) 
L 

3/2- 113/2 5 6 . 5 0.244 8.442 7.837(-18) 1.341(0) 
[ 6 . 9 J [ 8. 738 (-4 ) J 

7 6.5 1.385(-2) 8 . 2 Lft) (-19 ) 7.155(-2) 
[ 6 . 8 J [ 6. 729 (-4 ) J LAL= 1'413(0) 

1.766(-2) 
L 

1/2- i13/2 7 6 . 5 0.3"92 8.554 1.708(-13) 6.219(-1) 
[ 6 . 8] [ 8.576 (-4 ) J 

.... 
~ 

'. 
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Table 4. 

Final Daughter 
State Hole pair 
I'ff orbital 

5/2- l13/2 

3/2- l13/2 

1/2- l13/2 

5/2- Pl/2 

3/2- Pl /2 

Ratios of Reduced Transition Rates 
from Three Forms of Shel~ Model Rate Theory 

Relative Reduced Transition Probability 

Angular New e ta 
Momentum Finite-size Finite-size function 

Theory Theory Theory 

5 1 1 1 
7 3.24 3.82 2.82 
9 12,49 18.34 9.17 

5 3.05 6.76 10.88 
7 1. 55 4.01 4.84 

7 2 . 5 2 6.51 7 . 8 5 

2 59.00 199.6 266.4 

2 26.88 157.7 321.4 

() 

~ 

I,J1 

- -, 

C 

C 

C 

,J:L, 

lrt 
~"'i ,-",. 

,Jt, 

0''' 

~ 

1\;l 
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'Figu~e Legends 

Fig. 1. Comparison of experimental absolute alpha decay rate 

constants with the new normalized rate theory. The rightmost 

213m . panel compares, Ralsomer data (lo~er bQld line) with theory 

(upper thin lines) for alternative assignments as 13/2+ or 17/2-. 

The left ,three panels give the comparisons for 1(2- ground state 

decay of three 125-neutron isotones. The 5/2- and 1/2- states 

. h 205 pb d h· f 209 . . In t e . aug ter 0 Po are too close In energy to be 

re~olved, so the dashed lines in the leftmost panel indicate that 

only the total intensity of these groups is known. 
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r---______ LEGAL NOTICE-----------. 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Energy Research and Development Administration, nor any of 
their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or 
their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. 
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